
Peaceful Manifestations 

All that you manifest without personal neediness is  'peaceful manifestation' to some degree, in that it 
does not deplete resources or disturb the environment you are in. But when your manifestations are 
from inevitability—expressions nurtured by praise, love, gratitude,  which arise in complete 
surrendered trust—then they are co-creations with the Infinite, and their effects ripple throughout the 
cosmos and your entire being. You become part of a higher alchemy of peace. 

There are levels of potency or depth of peace in manifestation...

For manifestations to be peaceful at your level of reality, they must be increasingly the result of 
outpouring self-expression from the highest truth emerging.   In peaceful manifestations that result 
from expressing full potential, you become a conduit for cosmic wealth because there is little density to 
hinder its flow. Your self-inspiration to ever renewed and deeper self-expression renders you into your 
own source of sustenance.

Peaceful manifestations fulfil you in the moment,  leaving nothing to the future. Live in the peace of 
knowing that you are a unique individuated expression of the Infinite Being, that there is nothing to 
become and nothing to get, as you are all and you have all. On this foundation, will all your 
manifestations become peaceful and cause the dissolving of density and refinement of life.

Beyond simply living without torment or pain is a life of no opposites, wherein you continually expand 
in awareness and aliveness. You are then no longer focused on manifesting this or that thing, but rather 
on being presence, and any action becomes the spontaneous 'container' to receive what has been in the 
works...what your presence has enabled to draw in from deeper realities. You may still envision dreams 
of the heart, but release thinking you know what is best and release the addiction to predictability... 
Expectation is not based on fixed visions and is not the result of predictability. When expectation is 
fluid and open to what has never before been experienced, then on that basis, manifestations will be 
unbounded and cause of amazement.

We are mere participants in life until we have reached the still point that happens when we accept all of 
ourselves...cast no shadow, and become at one with Infinite Intent.  Only then are we cause rather than 
effect. As effect, in our self-suppression, we are mirror to the occlusions of others...the messenger of 
lessons, rather than flowing in the grace of the Infinite's blessings.

The angels tell us that we are not 'needed' to create something, but by living from the still point, we are 
given the opportunity of first hand experience of what is newly unfolding.  We 'co-create' by being 
centre-stage of creation—this is the gift from the Infinite to us.  

Imagine being tied to the mast of the ship that travels the seas—you do not pull the ship or cause it to  
reach new lands...but from centre-stage, you  are gifted this exhilarating vantage point.  Only the One 
Life creates...this too is a great paradox. For if we passively observe only, then we have lost the ability 
to truly behold with the passion of the intrepid explorer. In truth, our beholding delights the Infinite and 
inspires new direction. But it is the Infinite beholding Itself through the lens that we are...And so, you 
are not 'needed' to create, and yet you offer unique perspective that is an influence in the alchemy of 
creation.  And from your vantage point, that influence is life itself.



And so you see that manifestation is not about creating things...creating legacy or changing the world. 
Rather is it the exhilarating and 'tangible' affirmation of our being on the never ending journey of 
evolving awareness. 

Peaceful manifestation is from simultaneous giving and receiving. It is  'receiving' what is our divine 
heritage through engaging life from the fullness of our being. We give to receive...and we give 
“because to withhold is to perish”.

The key to peaceful and powerful manifestation is in recognizing this—you co-create by beholding the 
Infinite in action, from vastness of boundless being...through continual release of distortions of beliefs, 
emotions, and memory.   You increase in acuity of perception from releasing any sense that you know, 
and from depth in feeling wholly immersed in the moment. And then you act through 
inevitability...your visions arise on inspiration in resonance with the essence that you are.

This may seem lofty to most. But there is no destination—only direction and momentum have any 
meaning and you can align in direction and increase momentum in each moment, from wherever you 
are.  

In practical terms, alignment is achieved in depth, through authentic expression as a result of 
impeccable self-scrutiny that heals self-abandonment, and in breadth, through compassionate self-
acceptance and acceptance of all parts of our life. 

When we see all parts of our life as ourself, there is less resistance or judgement, because we recognize 
that what we see is the self turned upside down in mirrors of opposites..

Peaceful manifestations are in part, the harvest of having cultivated peace in all other elements of the 
equation of peace. Manifestation is deeply peaceful when we have eliminated all gaps between cause 
and effect, between the creator and the creation, and have become one with Infinite Intent and 
expression.

Contemplate the following principles (from many sources in Almine's body of work, including Divinity 
and Elfin Quest), as you shape your life through reverent manifestations.

You are the artist creating the living work of art that is your life, and the tools
that shape your environment are your attitudes.

When a pebble drops into a pond, it disappears from sight, but its rings still ripple outwards. So 
does every action affect the inteconnectedness of all life.

From the fall and authentic expression of the moment, the dreams of
tomorrow come to fruition. If we abandon the moment by dwelling on the past
or living to please others, the future is haphazardly formed without our
masterful participation.

Do not exhaust your resources by reaching for the future. Allow the future to come to you, 
flowing freely in the moment through the poise of an open heart.

When attitudes of self-pity and victimhood are present, the dreams of the past shape the moment 
in mediocrity. When we experience the moment in wonderment and joyful discovery, the gateway 



of the present opens and infinite resources and possibilities rush in to illuminate life.

Achievement does not come from doingness alone, but as much from beingness. When the power of 
both is understood, they can be lived simulateneously. In beingness, do we establish the 
receptivity necessary to draw in circumstances for effortless accomplishments.

The master governs his environment by governing himself, thus feeling at ease
with the effortless responsibility of greatness.

...Abundant resources beckon from the opening of new doors.(Atlantean Angel 96)
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